Junior Week 1: Week-at-a-Glance

Featured Skills:
Social Emotional Competency: Self-Awareness & Social Awareness
8 Ways to Well-Being: Exercise
New Basic: Collaboration
Character Strength: Love of Learning + Teamwork + Sense of Meaning
Catholic Hope Expectations: Living in Communion

Morning Relaxing Music

Daily Physical Activity

Day 1: Collaboration
Staff Prep: Audio Welcome for Staff ears only. It includes tips about the workshops.
Collaboration YouTube for staff to watch ahead. Hang up the TLC poster (provided) and
quote: Life begins at the end of your comfort zone. You need to show a YouTube to the
whole class. Have a screen ready. Kids need their Wellness Journals (you too) and students
need to be assigned to a Collaborate Learning Team (CLT). Remind them to bring in their
own water bottle, with their name on it. Be sure to collaborate with a peer about the
Collaboration video.
Student Activities: Teachers, be sure you have the Movement Skills Checklist, for each
student. Start thinking about identifying DPA Leaders. Students will be made better aware
of the value of collaboration through a short video followed by a paper Holding
Collaborative Activity on their new teams. You will need a pack or recycled paper for this
activity. There is also an extended activity that is a lot of fun for a Science class called the
Egg Drop Challenge.
Day 2: Collaborative Poetry Writing
Staff Prep: Staff reads two articles about Creative Collaboration and Collaborative Poems
and Group Writing. Have a copy of the Blue Is poem, if you are going to choose it as an
activity. Read through it and know how to implement it. Make copies of and get names on
the Group Work Rubric, so you are ready to go.
Student Activities: Teachers have several activity suggestions to pick to use in this class.
Group Storytelling, Fortunately, Unfortunately, a Story Bag Prop and Story Starters from the
Literacy Shed are just a few. There is time for a few assessments to get started.
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Catholic Extension: The teacher will collaborate with the children to determine their
personal strengths so they can be matched to a patron saint. A list of patron saints titled
100 Perfect Patron Saints for Exceptional Catholic Kids is provided. This is a research project
that will last longer than one day.
Day 3: Gratitude My Attitude!
Staff Prep: Make sure you put the relaxing music on, and all kids have My Wellness
Journal ready, with a pencil and eraser. They will do an entry in their Journals Also, be sure
that the TLC poster is up. Decide if you are using a word wall for all new terms and words
or if it going to be chart paper..
Activities: After their DPA exercise, each Junior Grade has a different YouTube to watch
and discuss. They will also sing along to the Chorus of a beautiful song titled: Grateful: A
Love Song to the World. In their closing activity, students will copy the People, Places and
Things gratitude chart in their Wellness Journals.
Catholic Extension: What is Gratitude? Why not give the kids a quick test followed up by
one gratitude challenge for the day. See the Gratitude Questionnaire included.
Day 4: Social Emotional Learning
Staff Prep: Today, you dive deeper into emotions. Read through the instructions clearly
because you need copies of SEL Skill charts to show your kids and to add to binders. You
also need a copy of the SEL Circle pages to be shown to the kids and the Problem- Solving
Wheel and task cards. Since you are looking online, make sure you have a screen ready to
accommodate that activity.
Activities: Social emotional learning is introduced with a short YouTube. Once the students
understand what SEL stands for and what some expectations are when getting assessed for
these, truly, important life skills, their first activity will be about decoding facial expression.
Identifying emotions is to the first step to fixing them. Noticing body language matters.
Deciding what solution matches what problem is another life skill that is practiced through
task cards.
Catholic Extension: The children will listen to Gregorian Chant Music done by monks.
This calming audio experience soothes nerves and the students will be awakened to the
sounds of Ecclesiastical Latin, the language of the traditional Catholic liturgy.
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Day 5: Positive Affirmations
Staff Prep: Today ‘s workshop allows for double daily fitness. Well worth the effort! Many
variations of affirmations are available and use the Affirmations List you already have
created.
Activities: After playing around with turning language from negative to positive, student
experiment using their chart they did yesterday to begin to write their own affirmation
statements. Make sure you teach them to follow the repetitive ritual they go through,
including the Superhero Pose to complete the entire process of positive affirmations.
Catholic Extensions: Follow the Catholic Affirmations Lesson Plan during Religion class this
week as a daily Spiritual Progression Path.
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